SET UP INSTRUCTIONS FOR
AFK & RV WALLS
ABN 92 089 341 122

1. Erect awning as per manufacturers
instructions. Height of legs need to be set
at the pre-determined height to suit the wall
measurements.
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2. Ensure the sailtrack groove in roller is set at 3
o’clock (right end) or 9 o’clock (left end). This
position will allow water to runoff the awning
(refer diagram 1).
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DIAGRAM 1

3. Unpack AFK from carton. Select the two
sections which fit to roof rail brackets on
caravan. These 2 sections have a joiner
piece fitted inside which are installed
upside down for packaging purposes.
Remove the 2 set screws,slide the
joiner piece out, reverse the direction
and re-fix in place using the original set
screws (refer diagram 6). Release the
locking cam handles and ensure the top
clamp section of the AFK is in the open
position. Slide the 2 sections of the AFK
together (refer diagram 2).
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4. Fit the pole end into the roof rail bracket on van, ensuring
the top clamp section of the AKK is in the open position.
Lift up the AFK until it rests under the awning fabric.
Extend the AFK out until the spigot fits into the hole in
the roller. Fully extend the AFK and tighten the kurl knob.
(refer diagram 3, 3A, 3B).
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DIAGRAM 3A
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DIAGRAM 3B

5. Hold the fabric position on top of the AFK at the gap
in middle of 2 sections with one hand then tighten the
locking cam handles with the other hand (refer diagram
3B). Make sure awning fabric is securely clamped by AFK
(refer diagram 4).

ATTACHING WALLS
1. If your van is a pop top install top draught skirt first. Slide
into rope track then press stud to pop top roof.
DIAGRAM 4
2. Feed the long wall into sailtrack groove on roller (adjust
awning legs to suit wall height).
3. Feed top of end walls into AFK (start in centre gap of AFK).
4. Feed side of end wall down rope track on van.
5. Join corner of end wall to long wall via Velcro strip.
TIP:

If you have a full caravan you may find it easier to attach end walls to AFK before you install
AFK to caravan: Slide top of wall into AFK then feed the side up the rope track (starting at
bottom). Install AFK as per above instructions.

